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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES

Exploration, excavation, epigraphy, numismatics, monuments Literary sources: Indigenous:  
Primary and secondary; poetry, scientifi  c literature, literature, literature in regional languages,  
religious literature. Foreign accounts: Greek, Chinese and Arab writers.

“Ancient Indians had no taste for historiography; their scholars cared more for religious, 1. 
spiritual and  philosophical studies. Indian historiography is essentially an Islamic 
heritage.” Comment upon this statement  with special reference to the contemporary 
writers and their works which help us in the reconstruction of  history of the early 
medieval period of Indian history. [1996, 60m]  
Assess the pattern of settlement, economy, social organization and religion of India during 2. 
2000 to 500 BC  from archaeological evidences. [2003, 60m]  
Discuss the changing approaches to the study of early Indian history. [2006, 60m]  3. 
“Reconstruction of Early Indian history is hardly possible without the help of inscriptions 4. 
and coins.”  Discuss. [2007, 60m]  
In what ways are the accounts of the Graeco Romans and the Chinese helpful in 5. 
reconstructing the social  history of India? How far is their information corroborated by 
other Contemporary sources? [2009, 60m]  
What light do early inscriptions and literature throw on the status of women in politico 6. 
socio-economic  spheres? [2010, 60m]  
On the basis of contemporary sources assess the nature of banking and usury in ancient 7. 
India. [2013,  15m]  
Evaluate the ownership of land in ancient India on the basis of literary and epigraphic 8. 
sources. [2013,  15m]  
“While using the accounts of foreign writers, historians must distinguish between 9. 
statements based on  hearsay and those grounded in perceptive observations.” Elaborate 
with examples. [2014, 15m]  
How far can the ancient Indian Sruti literature be used as historical sources? [2015, 10. 
15m]  
Art and culture are refl ected to a far greater extent than political history in the epigraphic 11. 
sources.  Comment. [2017, 15 Marks]  
How did the early Indian historical tradition, as refl  ected in Itihasa-Purana, emerge? 12. 
What are the distinctive  features of this genre? [2018, 20 Marks] 
Do you agree that archaeological evidence often helps in the better understanding of 13. 
literary sources?  Comment. (2019, 15 Marks) 

PRE-HISTORY AND PROTO-HISTORY

Geographical Factors; Hunting and Gathering (Paleolithic and Mesolithic); Beginning of 
Agriculture  (Neolithic and Chalcolithic)

Describe the distinguishing features of important archaeological cultures of the Indian 1. 
subcontinent  datable between c. 2000 B.C. and c. 500 B.C. [1995, 60m]  
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To what extent archaeological materials are useful in understanding the progress of 2. 
Neolithic man in  India? [2010, 30m]  
In the absence of a written script Chalcolithic pottery gives us a fascinating insight into 3. 
the culture and life  styles of the people of those times. Comment critically. [2013, 15m]  
Delineate and account for the regional characteristics of the Neolithic period in India. 4. 
[2016, 15 Marks]  
The emergence of Non-Harappan Chalcolithic cultures in Central India and the Deccan 5. 
mark a change  not only in the subsistence pattern of people but an overall transition 
from pre to proto historic period.  Critically analyze. [2017, 15 Marks]  

INDUS VALLEY CIVILIZATION

Origin, date, extent, characteristics, decline, survival and signifi  cance, art and architecture.

Give an appraisal of town planning of the Indus cities and evaluate the various reasons 1. 
for their decline.  [1979, 60m]  
Discuss the trade, cultural contacts and the extents of the Indus Civilization within and 2. 
outside India and  describe in detail any one of the Indus sites within India. [1980, 60m]  
Was India civilized before the advent of the Aryans? State briefl  y the extent and striking 3. 
features of the  earlier civilization, if any. [1982, 20m]  
How do you account for the decline of the major cities of the Indus Valley Civilization? 4. 
[1984, 20m]  
“On circumstantial evidence Indra stands convicted.” Explain, and discuss briefl  y different 5. 
views about  a sudden end of the Indus Valley civilization. How would you explain the 
presence of those elements in  Indian culture and civilization which are found to have 
existed in the Indus Valley period? [1986, 60m] 
“The Indus Civilization had an abrupt end.” Discuss the statement and explain how the 6. 
Indus Civilization  could infl  uence Indian culture in its later history. [1988, 60m]  
“The Indus civilization did not have an abrupt appearance.” Discuss the statement. How 7. 
does the Indus  civilization stand, in view of its geographical expansion and chronology, 
in relations to the Vedic civilization?  [1990, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “External trade of the Harappans.” [1991, 20m]  8. 
Write a brief essay on: “The burial customs in the Indus Civilization.” [1993, 20m]  9. 
Discuss the pattern of trade during the Indus Valley civilization. How far did it affect the 10. 
nature of  contemporary settlements in the Indian sub-continent? [1994, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “The Religion of the Indus Civilization.” [1996, 20m]  11. 
“The continuity of the Indus Civilization into later ages was not confi  ned to the religious 12. 
and spiritual fi  elds  alone.” Analyse the statement. [1997, 60m]  
Discuss salient features of the Indus Valley Civilization. Mention important places from 13. 
where relics of  civilization have been recovered so far. Examine causes of its decline. 
[1999, 60m]  
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Analyze the elements of urban civilization in the Harappan Culture. What factors were 14. 
responsible for its  decline? [2002, 60m]  
Discuss the distribution and signifi  cance of farming cultures outside the Indus system. 15. 
[2008, 60m] 
Trace the development of urbanization from the third millennium B.C.E. to 6th century 16. 
B.C.E. [2011, 60m]  
Evaluate the signifi  cance of seals and sealings in the reconstruction of socio-economic 17. 
and religious life of  the Harappan people. [2012, 30m]  
Discuss the water management and its conservation planning in the Harappan 18. 
(IndusSaraswati) cities.  [2013, 20m]  
Do you think the Harappan civilization had a diversity of subsistence base? [2014, 15m]  19. 
The decline of Harappan civilization was caused by ecological degradation rather than 20. 
external invasion.  Discuss. [2015, 15m]  
Explain why the majority of the known Harappan settlements are located in the semi-21. 
arid areas with saline  groundwater. [2016, 20 Marks]  
Critically examine various views regarding the Vedic Harappan relationship in light of 22. 
the latest discoveries.  [2017, 15 Marks]  
“Archaeological evidence does not give direct access to the possible social and political 23. 
dimensions of  the decline of the Harappan civilization. What it does indicate very clearly 
is that the Harappan culture  underwent a gradual process of de-urbanization”? Comment. 
[2018,15 Marks] 
Did the mastery over agriculture act as a leverage for the rise of Harappan towns and 24. 
cities? Discuss.  (2019, 20 Marks) 
Do you agree that ecological factors iniluenced the low and ebb of the Harappan 25. 
Civilization? Comment. (2021, 20 marks)

MEGALITHIC CULTURES 

Distribution of pastoral and farming cultures outside the Indus, Development of community 
life,  Settlements, Development of agriculture, Crafts, Pottery, and Iron industry.

Discuss the extent, settlement patterns and subsistence economy of the megalithic 1. 
cultures. [2012, 30m]  
In what ways can the Megalithic culture be considered a foundational phase of the history 2. 
of peninsular  India? [2014, 15m] 
Will it be proper to consider the megaliths to represent a single, homogeneous or 3. 
contemporaneous culturer what kind of material life and cultural system is revealed in 
the megalithic cultures? (2021, 15 marks)
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ARYANS AND VEDIC PERIOD

Expansions of Aryans in India. Vedic Period: Religious and philosophic literature;  
Transformation from Rig Vedic period to the later Vedic period; Political, social and  
economic life; Signifi  cance of the Vedic Age; Evolution of Monarchy and Varna system

Give an account of the geography of the Vedic texts and describe the social life during the 1. 
Vedic times.  [1979, 60m]  
Discuss the political pattern and the major religious ideas and rituals of the Vedic age. 2. 
[1980, 60m]  
Examine the contribution of Vedic culture in the sphere of social institutions and religion. 3. 
Was there any  continuity between the Indus and the Vedic cultures in this respect? 
[1983, 60m]  
What was the position of Varuna in the Vedic system of Gods? [1984, 20m]  4. 
Discuss the geographical area known to the Rig Vedic people. Were they familiar with 5. 
the sea? [1985,  60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Democratic elements in the political system of the early Vedic 6. 
period.” [1986,  20m]  
Write a short essay on: “Position of women in the Rig Vedic society” [1988, 20m] 7. 
Write a short essay on: “The formulation of social system in the later Vedic period.” [1990, 8. 
20m]  
Compare the economic, social and religious life of the Indus Valley (Harappan) people 9. 
with that of the  early Vedic people and discuss the relative chronology of the Indus and 
the early Vedic cultures. [1987,  60m]  
Discuss briefl  y the development of religious ideas and rituals in the Vedic age. Do they 10. 
show any parallelism  with the religion of the Indus Civilization? [1989, 60m]  
Bring out the elements of change and continuity between the Early Vedic and Later 11. 
Vedic Cultures. [1993,  60m]  
Analyse the differences and similarities between Indus Valley and Vedic Cultures. [1992, 12. 
60m] 
Write a brief essay on: “The Vedic Gods of the terrestrial region.” [1993, 20m]  13. 
Write a short essay on: “Vedic literature” [1995, 20m]  14. 
Write a short essay on: “Vedic rituals” [1997, 20m]  15. 
Give a brief account of the social and economic conditions of the Later Vedic Aryans. 16. 
[1998, 60m]  
Describe the social life of the later Vedic people. How was it different from the Rig Vedic 17. 
life? [2004,  60m]  
Evaluate the various approaches to the understanding of Vedic religion. [2009, 30m]  18. 
Examine the view that sacrifi  ce was a ritual and a form of social exchange in Vedic India. 19. 
[2010, 30m] 
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Evaluate the conceptual basis of the Vedic deities. [2011, 30m]  20. 
Evaluate various views regarding human settlements as gleaned from the Vedic sources. 21. 
[2013, 15m]  
Evaluate the contribution of the Puranas in disseminating secular knowledge among the 22. 
masses in ancient  India. [2013, 15m]  
“The Varna concept may always have been largely a theoretical model and never an 23. 
actual description of  society.” Comment in the context of Ancient India. [2013, 15m]  
“The Upanishadic principles embody the epitome of the Vedic thought.” Discuss. [2014, 24. 
15m]
“Archaeology knows of no Aryans; only literature knows of Aryans.” Examine critically. 25. 
[2015, 10m]  
In what way was the egalitarian character of the early Vedic society changed during the 26. 
later Vedic period?  [2016, 15 Marks]  
“The copious references to the preservation of Varnashrama system by the kings eulogized 27. 
in inscriptions  are mere refl  ection of the Smriti tradition.” Discuss. [2016, 15 Marks]  
Examine how the transformation of the Varna system from the Rig-Vedic to the Later-28. 
Vedic period affected  the position of women. (2019, 15 Marks) 
There are no literary sources for the Harappan culture and; no archaeological evidence 29. 
for the Vedic  period.-Explain the phenomenon. (2019, 20 Marks) 
Puranas were the innovative genre of literature to popularise and revive Vedic religion. 30. 
Elaborate  with examples. (2020, 15 Marks) 
Throw light on the nature of religion and classifi  cation of gods mentioned in the Rigveda. 31. 
[2020,  20 Marks] 
Do you consider that the Upanishadic principles embody the high point of 15 Vedic 32. 
religious thoughtr Comment. (2021, 15  marks)

PERIOD OF MAHAJANAPADAS

Formation of States (Mahajanapada): Republics and monarchies; Rise of urban centres;  
Trade routes; Economic growth; Introduction of coinage; Spread of Jainism and Buddhism;  
Rise of Magadha and Nandas. Iranian and Macedonian invasions and their impact

What were the causes of the origin of the heterodox sects in the sixth century BC? [1984, 1. 
20m]  
Discuss the social & economic factors for the rise of Buddhism. How far was it infl  uenced 2. 
by Upnisadic  thought? [1987, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “The intellectual revolution in the Sixth Century B.C.” [1988, 3. 
20m]  
Trace the rise of Magadhan imperialism up to the times of the Nandas with particular 4. 
reference to its  policy towards the non-monarchical state. Discuss the factors that 
contributed to its success. [1990, 60m]  
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Give an account of the republics in the pre-Maurya period. Discuss the factors which 5. 
contributed to their  decline. [1992, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Essence of early Jainism” [1995, 20m]  6. 
Write a short essay on: “Social and economic conditions of North India during the 7. 
PreMauryan period  (600-325 B.C.).” [1996, 20m]  
What role did iron play in changing their political and economic life? [1998, 60m] 8. 
“The Sixth century B.C. was a period of religious and economic unrest in India.” Comment. 9. 
[2003, 60m] 
Write what you know of the rise and spread of Buddhism before the fi  rst century A.D. 10. 
[2007, 60m] 
Trace the development of urbanization from the third millennium B.C.E. to 6th century 11. 
B.C.E. [2011, 60m]  
Evaluate the introduction of iron technology in the development of human history of 12. 
ancient India. [2011,  20m]  
Assess the importance of Jain tenets and their relevance to humanity. [2011, 30m]  13. 
Buddha’s teachings to a large extent could be helpful in understanding and resolving the 14. 
problems of  today’s society. Analyse critically. [2014, 15m]  
How far is it correct to say that changes in the post-Vedic economy gave birth to new 15. 
religious movements  in India? [2015, 15m] 
Examine the relationship among economic growth, urbanization and State formation 16. 
from c. 7th century  to 3rd century BCE. [2016, 15 Marks]  
Buddhism and Jainism were social movements under the umbrella of religion. Comment. 17. 
[2017, 15  Marks]  
Give an account of gana-sanghas (non-monarchical state systems)? Why did they decline? 18. 
[2018, 15  Marks] 
The concept of Shramanic religions, with particular reference to Buddhism, had their 19. 
roots in Upanisadic  ideas. Discuss. [2018, 15 Marks]  
Discuss the factors that played an important role in the process of urbanisation after the 20. 
Later-Vedic  period. [2020, 15 Marks] 
Evaluate the signifi  cant political features of the Post Mauryan Northern India. What are 21. 
the main sources  of it? [2020, 15 Marks] 
The political and economic needs of rulers, combined with economic and status needs of 22. 
the merchant class, together provided the receptive cultural milieu in which Buddhism 
fl ourished.” Comment. (2021, 20 marks)

MAURYAN EMPIRE

Foundation of the Mauryan Empire, Chandragupta, Kautilya and Arthashastra; Ashoka;  
Concept of Dharma; Edicts; Polity, Administration; Economy; Art, architecture and  
sculpture; External contacts; Religion; Spread of religion; Literature. Disintegration of  
the empire; Sungas and Kanvas.
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Discuss the nature of Ashoka’s Dhamma. Was it responsible for the downfall of his 1. 
empire? [1979, 60m]  
Critically examine the sources for the study of Mauryan dynasty. How are they useful in 2. 
understanding the  Mauryan administration? [1980, 60m]  
Bring out the elements of change and continuity in the domestic and foreign policies of 3. 
Ashoka. [1981,  60m]  
Do you think that the economic factors were alone responsible for the disintegration of 4. 
the Mauryan  Empire? [1982, 20m]  
Analyze Ashoka’s policy of Dhamma and account for its failure. [1983, 60m]  5. 
Examine the administrative system of the Mauryas and discuss briefl  y the causes of 6. 
disintegration of the  Mauryan Empire. [1984, 60m]  
Discuss critically the relative importance of the different source for the history of the 7. 
Mauryan period.  [1986, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Mauryan court art as an alien grafting” [1988, 20m]  8. 
Discuss the comparative merit of the Arthasastra, the Indica and Ashokan Inscriptions 9. 
as sources for the  administration, socio-economic conditions and religious life in the 
Mauryan period. [1989, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “The Maurya policy of regulating and controlling economic 10. 
activities.” [1990,  20m]  
Write a short essay on: “Contents of Asoka’s dhamma and reasons for Asoka’s keenness 11. 
to propagate  dhamma.” [1991, 20m]  
Write a brief essay on: “Similarities and differences between the Maurya columns and 12. 
Achaemenian pillars.”  [1993, 20m]  
Examine the importance of Ashoka’s Rock Edit XIII for determining the extent of the 13. 
Maurya Empire. Did  Ashoka’s policies and reforms contribute to the fall of the empire? 
[1993, 60m]
Determine the veracity of Megasthenes’ descriptions of Indian society and economy with 14. 
the help of other  contemporary evidences. [1994, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Inscriptions of Ashoka” [1995, 20m]  15. 
Write a short essay on: “Mauryan municipal administration.” [1996, 20m]  16. 
Write a short essay on: “The architectural and artistic features of the great stupa at 17. 
Sanchi” [1997, 20m]  
Examine sources of information for Mauryan dynasty. Throw light on historical signifi  18. 
cance of Ashoka’s  inscriptions. [1999, 60m]  
How did Ashoka contribute to the moral and administrative welfare of his people? [2000, 19. 
60m]  
Analyse the causes of the success of the Magadhan imperialism upto the reign of Ashoka 20. 
the Great. [2001,  60m]  
Examine the nature of the Mauryan State. Bring out the features of their administrative 21. 
system. [2002,  60m]  
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Determine the extent of the Mauryan empire. [2005, 60m]  22. 
Examine the role of adhyaksha in the Mauryan administration. [2012, 30m]  23. 
Social norms for women in the Dharmasastra and Arthasastra tradition were framed in 24. 
accordance with  the Varnashrama tradition. Evaluate critically. [2013, 20m]  
Discuss different interpretations of historians about the nature of Asoka’s ‘Dhamma’. 25. 
Did his principle of  ‘Dhamma-vijaya’ render the Mauryan Empire militaristically weak? 
[2014, 20m]  
Delineate the nature and impact of India’s contact with Western Asia and the 26. 
Mediterranean world during  the Mauryan period. [2015, 15m]  
“The concept of Ashoka’s Dhamma as found through his inscriptions had its roots in 27. 
Vedic—Upanishadic  literature.” Discuss. [2017, 15 Marks]  
Do you agree with the popular view that Mauryas established a unitary and highly 28. 
centralized if not  monolithic state system’? [2018,20 Marks] 
Explain how Ashoka used religion as a tool of political aggrandizement? (2019, 15 29. 
Marks) 
A number of scholars considered Alexander as ‘The Great’, although long term impacts of 30. 
Alexander’s  invasion on India need to be re-evaluated. Comment. (2020, 15 Marks) 
How would you characterize the nature of Mauryan state on the basis of Kautilya’s 31. 
Arthashastra? (2021, 20 marks)

POST - MAURYAN PERIOD

Post - Mauryan Period (Indo-Greeks, Sakas, Kushanas, Western Kshatrapas): Contact 
with  outside world; growth of urban centres, economy, coinage, development of religions,  
Mahayana, social conditions, art, architecture, culture, literature and science.

Brief out the salient features of the religious development in the Post-Maurya period. 1. 
How was contemporary  art infl  uenced by it? [1988, 60m]  
Write a short essay on “Indian participation in the silk trade through Central Asia.” 2. 
[1990, 20m]  
Write a short essay on: “Origins, chronology, characteristics and geographical spread of 3. 
Gandhara art.”  [1991, 20m]  
Write a brief essay on: “Buddhist writing in Sanskrit in the post-Maurya period.” [1993, 4. 
20m]  
“The centuries between c. 200 B.C. and c. A.D. 300 constitute a landmark in the 5. 
socioreligious history of  India.” Analyses the proposition. [1995, 60m]  
Furnish a critical and comparative account of various schools of art in the Post -Mauryan 6. 
period (c. 200  B.C. - c. 300 A.D.) [1998, 60m] 
How justifi  ed are we in characterizing the post-Mauryan fi  ve centuries as the ‘Dark 7. 
Period’ of Indian  History? Give reasons in support of your answer. [2008, 60m]  
Examine the signifi  cance of the deities depicted on coins of the Kushanas. [2010, 30m]  8. 
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Explain as to how the early Buddhist Stupa art, while using folk motifs and narratives 9. 
and common cultural  symbols, succeeded in transforming these themes for expounding 
the Buddhist ideals. [2013, 20m]  
Review critically the evolution of different schools of art in the Indian subcontinent 10. 
between the second  century BCE and the third century CE and evaluate the socio-
religious factors responsible for it. [2014,  20m]  
How does numismatic evidence of the period refl  ect the political and economic outlook of 11. 
the Kushanas  and the Satavahanas? [2016, 15 Marks]  
“The changes in the fi  eld of art from the Kushana period to early medieval period are 12. 
mere refl  ection of  changing outlook.” Comment. [2016, 20 Marks]  
The period of Indian History from 3rd century B.C.E. to 5th century C.E. was the period 13. 
of innovation and  interaction. How will you react? [2017, 20 Marks]  
What was the impact of trans-regional and trans-continental trade in the post Mauryan 14. 
period on social  and cultural life of India? [2018, 20 Marks] 
The development of art and architecture during the Sunga period belies the belief that 15. 
they were anti Buddhist. Discuss. (2019, 15 Marks) 
The fl  ourishing international trade during the Kushana period gave tremendous impetus 16. 
to the development  of art. Discuss. (2019, 15 Marks) 
Analvze the signifi cance or external inluences and indigenous development on Post-17. 
Mauryan art. (2021, 15  marks)

EARLY STATE AND SOCIETY IN EASTERN INDIA, DECCAN & SOUTH INDIA

Kharavela, The Satavahanas, Tamil States of the Sangam Age; Administration, economy,  
land grants, coinage, trade guilds and urban centres; Buddhist centres; Sangam literature  
and culture; Art and architecture.

Examine the role of guilds in the economic life of ancient India. [1982, 20m]  1. 
How was overseas trade organized in South India up to 300 A.D.? Discuss this with special 2. 
reference to  Roman trade and point out its impact on Indian economy. [1984, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “The role of guilds in the economic life of India from c. 200 B.C. 3. 
to c. A.D. 300.”  [1986, 20m]  
Discuss the military activities of Kharavela of Kalinga. Do you think that his reign is 4. 
signifi  cant for military  expeditions alone? [1993, 60m]  
Explain the social aspects of Buddhism and account for its decline in India. [2004, 60m]  5. 
How do recent archaeological fi  ndings and Sangam literary texts enlighten us about the 6. 
early state and  society in South India? [2008, 60m]  
Assess the role of guilds and trade organizations in the development of early Indian 7. 
economy. [2010,  30m]  
Justify Pliny’s statement the Rome was being drained out of its gold by India during the 8. 
fi  rst century of  the Christian era. [2012, 30m]
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“Not only does ancient Tamil literature furnish an accurate picture of widely disparate 9. 
classes; it also  describes the social condition of Tamil country as it was.” Discuss. [2015, 
10m]  
Trace the role of guilds and trade organizations in the development of early Indian 10. 
economy. [2015,  15m]  
The accurate picture of the complex socio-cultural milieu of Peninsular India is presented 11. 
in the early  Sangam literature. Delineate. [2017, 15 Marks]  
The discovery of monsoons by Hippalus gave a new direction to Indo-Roman trade during 12. 
the Satavahana  period. Comment. [2019, 15 Marks] 
Discuss the salient features of cultural traditions of South India as refl  ected in Sangam 13. 
Literature. [2020,  20 Marks] 

GUPTAS, VAKATAKAS AND VARDHANAS

Polity and administration, Economic conditions, Coinage of the Guptas, Land grants,  
Decline of urban centres, Indian feudalism, Caste system, Position of women, Education  
and educational institutions; Nalanda, Vikramshila and Vallabhi, Literature, scientifi  c  
literature, art and architecture.

Critically examine the sources of information for the study of Harshavardhan and discuss 1. 
his religious  policy. [1984, 60m]  
Harsha is described as ‘the lord of the whole of north India’. Determine the extent of his 2. 
empire and  discuss his political relations with Sasanka, Bhaskaravarman and Pulakesin 
II. [1985, 60m]  
“Harsha owes his greatness largely not to any real achievements but to formulate 3. 
descriptions by two  famous men.” Discuss. [1987, 60m]  
Write a short essay on “The Maukharis paving the way for the glory of Harshavardhana” 4. 
[1988, 20m] 
Discuss critically the role Harsha played in the history of his times. [1989, 60m]  5. 
“Of all the events that had a singular being on the history of India, Harsha’s death in 647 6. 
A.D. is signifi  cant.”  Why? Explain. [1996, 60m]  
Give an account of the Society in Northern and Central India since the death of Harsha 7. 
to the Muslim  conquest of North India. [1996, 60m]  
“Harshvardhan was himself great, but he has been made greater by Ban and Yuan 8. 
Chiang.” Critically  examine the statement. [1999, 60m]  
Discuss the experimentations with art and architecture during the Gupta- Vakataka 9. 
period.[2018, 15  Marks] 
Do you agree that the system of land grants from the Gupta-Vakataka period was 10. 
connected with the  decentralisation of state in any way? [2019, 20 Marks]
How did the Varnashrama Dharma manifest the increasing social complexities in the 11. 
Gupta and post-Gupta period arising from social and economic developnments? (2021, 15 
marks)
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REGIONAL STATES DURING GUPTA ERA

The Kadambas, Pallavas, Chalukyas of Badami; Polity and Administration, Trade guilds,  
Literature; growth of Vaishnava and Saiva religions. Tamil Bhakti movement,  
Shankaracharya; Vedanta; Institutions of temple and temple architecture; Palas, Senas,  
Rashtrakutas, Paramaras, Polity and administration; Cultural aspects. Arab conquest 
of Sind;  Alberuni, The Chalukyas of Kalyana, Cholas, Hoysalas, Pandyas; Polity and 
Administration;  local Government; Growth of art and architecture, religious sects, 
Institution of temple and  Mathas, Agraharas, education and literature, economy and 
society.

Polity and Administration  
Discuss critically the main aspects of polity and society under the Pallavas. [1981, 60m]  1. 
Trace briefl  y the history of the struggle between the Chalukyas and the Pailavas. Analyze 2. 
its causes and  bring out its importance. [1985, 60m]  
How far is it true to say that the strength and vigour of Indian history during c. A.D. 3. 
500750 lay in the south  of the Vindhyas? [1995, 60m]  
Give an account of the struggle for supremacy in South India between the Chalukyas of 4. 
Badami and the  Pallavas. [2000, 60m]  
Did the triangular confl  ict between the Rashtrakutas, Gujara Pratiharas and Palas 5. 
create a political vacuum  in northern India which facilitated the invasions of Mahmud 
of Ghazni? [2001, 60m]  
Give an account of the rise of the Chalukyas of Vatapi and their struggle with other 6. 
rulers. Write a note on  their patronage of arts. [2004, 60m]  

Art and Architecture  
Discuss the contribution of the Pallavas to South Indian art. Was this art wholly 1. 
indigenous? [1979, 60m]  
Trace the origin and development of the political authority of the Chalukyas of Badami 2. 
and discuss their  contribution to religion and architecture. [1982, 60m]  
Who were the Pallavas? Review briefl  y their contribution to art and administration 3. 
[1983, 60m] 
What was the contribution of the Chalukyas of Badami to Indian architecture? [1984, 4. 
20m]  
Write a short essay on: “The contributions of the Pallavas to Indian architecture.” [1986, 5. 
20m]  
Evaluate the importance of the contributions of the Pallavas in the history of the 6. 
development of art and  administration in South India. [1988, 60m]  
Make a comparative study of the administrative system and development of art under 7. 
the Pallavas of  Kanchi and the Chalukyas of Vatapi. [1990, 60m]  
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In what ways would the period of the Pallavas of the Kanchi and that of the Chalukyas of 8. 
Badami mark the  beginning of a new historical phase in peninsular India? [1991, 60m]  
Assess the achievements of the Pallavas in administration and art. [1997, 60m] 9. 
Bring out the regional variations in the early South Indian Temple’s architectural styles. 10. 
[2009, 60m] 
Assess Ellora as a unique art centre of the different cultural streams. [2011, 20m]  11. 
Analyse the vibrant cultural activities in peninsular India during 550-750 CE. Compare 12. 
and contrast it with  the situation in contemporary North India. [2012, 30m]
Kailasa Temple built at Ellora marks the culmination of rock-cut architecture in India. 13. 
Elucidate. [2015,  15m]  
How did the temples of South India, as fi  nancial institutions, have deep impact on the 14. 
social institutions of  early medieval period? Critically examine. [2016, 15 Marks]  
Trace the origin and development of temple architecture in India with reference to 15. 
regional styles and  variations. [2017, 20 Marks]  

Arab Conquest of Sind  
Write a short essay on: “Historical signifi  cance of the advent of the Arabs in India” [1995, 1. 
20m]  

THEMES IN EARLY INDIAN CULTURAL HISTORY

Languages and texts, major stages in the evolution of art and architecture, major  
philosophical thinkers and schools, ideas in Science and Mathematics.

EARLY MEDIEVAL INDIA, 750-1200

Polity: Major political developments in Northern India and the Peninsula, origin and  
the rise of Rajputs; The Cholas: administration, village economy and society; “Indian  
Feudalism”; Agrarian economy and urban settlements; Trade and commerce; Society:  the 
status of the Brahman and the new social order; Condition of women; Indian science  and 
technology

Polity: Major Political Developments in Northern India and the 
Peninsula, Origin  and the Rise of Rajputs  

Bring out the salient features of the polity & social structure of the Rajputs. To what 1. 
extent were they  responsible for the weakness of the Rajputs to the foreign invaders? 
[1988, 60m]  
“Achieving dominance in the south of the Vindhyas did not satisfy the ambitions of 2. 
the Rashtrakutas, they  also wanted to achieve dominance over the Gangetic PIains.” 
Elaborate and comment. [1997, 60m]  
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“The inferior cavalry of the Rajputs was not the only cause of their defeat at the hands of 3. 
Turko-Afghans  and Mughal.” Comment. [2001, 60m]  

The Cholas: Administration, Village Economy and Society  
Describe the village administration of the Chola period as known from the Uttaramerur 1. 
inscriptions. [1979,  60m]  
Describe the development of Chola power under Rajaraja and Rajendra I. Form an 2. 
estimate of their cultural  contributions. [1980, 60m]  
What were the salient features of the bureaucratic machinery of the Cholas? [1985, 3. 
20m] 
Critically assess the period of the Cholas in the history of South India. [1991, 60m] 4. 
Write a short essay on: “Local self-government under the Cholas.” [1992, 20m] 5. 
Discuss the contribution of Rajaraja I and Rajendra I for the expansion of the Chola 6. 
Empire. Analyse the  causes and impact of the naval expeditions of the Cholas. [1993, 
60m]  
Assess the importance of the Cholas in the history of South India. [1996, 60m] 7. 
Critically evaluate the achievements of the Cholas. [1998, 60m]  8. 
Were the Chola village assemblies democratic in nature? Give reasons for your answer. 9. 
[2000, 60m]  
The Cholas are said to have established a strong and well organized administration with 10. 
an element of  self-government at the local level. Do you agree? Give reasons. [2004, 
60m]  
Show that the administrative system in India reached a very high level during the Chola 11. 
period. [2007,  60m]  
How far can the village assemblies or communities under the Cholas be really called 12. 
democratic? [2009,  30m]  
Assess the contribution of the Cholas in the expansion of Indian culture outside India. 13. 
[2011, 30m] 
Evaluate the role of nadu and nagaram in the growth of urbanisation under the Cholas. 14. 
[2012, 30m] 
Evaluating various theories regarding the Chola State, throw light on its village 15. 
assemblies. [2014, 15m]  
How could the local self-government under the Cholas adjust with their centralized 16. 
administration  structure? [2015, 10m]  
Analyze the signifi  cance of the Uttaramerur incriptions of the Chola King Parantaka I. 17. 
[2016, 10 marks]  
“Doubtless it was not a free state; it was any rate a state” (K A N Sastri). Refl  ect upon the 18. 
nature of local  self government institutions in the Chola country. [2018, 15 Marks] 
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Indian Feudalism; Agrarian Economy and Urban Settlements; 
Trade and Commerce  

“Land charters of north India (c. A-D. 750-1200).” Comment. [1995, 20m]  1. 
Write a short essay on: “The Samanta System” [2006, 20m]  2. 
Write a short essay on: “Applicability of the term ‘Indian Feudalism’ to early Medieval 3. 
Society.” [2009,  20m]  
To what extent ‘monetary anaemia’ affl  icted the erstwhile commercial economy during 4. 
the early medieval  period? [2010, 30m]  
Evaluate the socio-economic conditions from the Gupta Period to 1200 C.E. as gleaned 5. 
from the various  types of grants or dana shasana. [2011, 60m]  
What kind of changes were visualized by historians on Indian feudalism? Examine 6. 
critically. [2012, 30m]  7. Critically analyse the agricultural economy from 750 to 1200 
CE. [2014, 10m]  
Do the evidences of land ownership at our disposal support the theory of the prevalence 7. 
of feudalism in  early medieval India? [2015, 15m]  
Explain the ingredients of the transitory nature of the early medieval India. [2016, 15 8. 
Marks]  
The  number of land grants in hitherto non-arable tracs invariably meant expansion of 9. 
agriculture in early medieval India. How did the management of hydraulic resources 
(different types of irrigation works)facilitate expansion of agriculture in this period? 
(2021, 15 marks)
Discuss the different stages of Indian feudalism and analyze its impact on Indian political 10. 
system.  (2021, 10 marks)

Society: The Status of the Brahman and the New Social Order; 
Condition of  Women  

Give an account of the society in Northern and Central India since the death of Harsha 1. 
to the Muslim  conquest of North India. [1996, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Social structure of the Rajputs.” [1998, 20m]  2. 
Critically analyze the changing nature of caste and gender relations during the early 3. 
medieval period.  [2018, 15 Marks]

CULTURAL TRADITIONS IN INDIA, 750-1200

Philosophy: Skankaracharya and Vedanta, Ramanuja and Vishishtadvaita, Madhva and  
Brahma-Mimansa; Religion: Forms and features of religion, Tamil devotional cult,  
growth of Bhakti, Islam and its arrival in India, Sufi  sm; Literature: Literature in Sanskrit,  
growth of Tamil literature, literature in the newly developing languages, Kalhan’s  
Rajtarangini, Alberuni’s India; Art and Architecture: Temple architecture, sculpture,  
painting
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How did Sankaracharya seek to integrate the different religions cults in India? [1981, 1. 
20m] 
Write a short essay on: “Shankaracharya’s philosophy and its impact.” [1987, 20m]  2. 
“Sankaracharya brought about a synthesis of ideas and philosophies.” Discuss the 3. 
statement and analyse  the historical signifi  cance of his life and thought. [1990, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “The Vedanta of Sankaracharya” [2001, 20m]  4. 
“The Advaita doctrine of Shankara cut at the very root of Bhaktivada.”Do you agree? 5. 
[2016, 15 Marks]  
Assess the statement that ‘the philosophy of Shankaracharya revolutionised religious 6. 
thoughts in India.  [2019, 20 Marks] 

Religion: Forms and Features of Religion, Tamil Devotional Cult, 
Growth of Bhakti,  Islam and its Arrival in India, Sufi sm  

Give an account of the impact of Islam on Indian culture in respect of society, religion and 1. 
fi  ne arts. [1980,  60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Signifi  cance of the Bhakti Movement” [1987, 20m]  2. 
Trace infl  uence of Islam on Indian culture and civilization. [1999, 60m]  3. 
Write a short essay on: “The Sufi  Movement and its role in promoting communal harmony” 4. 
[2000, 20m]  
Evaluate the impact of the Sufi  and Bhakti Movements on vernacular languages and life 5. 
and thought of  the common people. [2001, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Origin of the Bhakti Movement” [2002, 20m]  6. 
Write a short essay on: “Sufi  Movements” [2003, 20m]  7. 
”The tenets of Hindu and Muslim mystics were similar enough that the ground was ripe 8. 
for syncretic  movements involving adherents of both religious.” Elucidate. [2005, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Sufi  sm in North India” [2006, 20m]  9. 
“The tenets of Hindu and Muslim mystics were similar enough that the ground was ripe 10. 
for syncretic  movements involving adherents of both religious.” Elucidate. [2007, 60m]  
What are the manifestations of Tamil devotional cults? How do you account for their 11. 
growth between C.  750 and C. 1200 CE? [2008, 60m]  
Assess the contribution of the Acharyas in the development of the ideological basis of 12. 
Bhakti. [2012,  10m]  
“Utpanna dravide bhaktih, Karnate vriddhimagata I Sthita kinchit -maharashtre gurjare 13. 
jirnatam gata II”   - Padmapurana  
Account for the emergence of bhakti in Dravida desa. [2018, 15 Marks]14. 
Bhakti and mysticism of Lal Ded emerged as a social force in Kashmir. Comment. [2013, 15. 
10m]  
“Sufi  s and medieval mystic saints failed to modify either the religious ideas and practices 16. 
or the outward  structure of Islamic/Hindu societies to any appreciable extent.” Comment 
for/against. [2015, 10m]  
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Trace and identify the changing pattern of Tantrism in Ancient India with examples. 17. 
[2020, 15 Marks]  
Discuss the relationship between emergence of literature in vernacular cgages and 18. 
formation of regional identities in early medieval India. ( 2021, 15 marks)

Literature: Literature in Sanskrit, Growth of Tamil Literature, 
Literature in the  Newly Developing Languages, Kalhan’s Rajtarangini, 
Alberuni’s India  

Discuss the salient features of Indian society on the eve of the campaigns of Mahmud of 1. 
Ghazni, with  particular reference to the observations made by Al-Biruni. [1989, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “AI- Biruni’s India” [1998, 20m]  2. 
Write a short essay on: “Kalhan as a historian” [2003, 20m]  3. 
Attempt a critical essay of the Indian Science and Civilization in the light of Alberuni’s 4. 
writings. What merits  and drawbacks, do you fi  nd in his account? [2003, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Alberuni on science in India” [2007, 20m]  5. 
Assess Kalhana’s views on History. [2009, 20m]  6. 
Evaluate Rajtarangini as a source of history. [2012, 10m]  7. 
Evaluate the ‘Kitab al-Hind’ of Alberuni as a source of history of India. [2014, 15m] 8. 
Comment on the veracity of Alberuni’s account of the Indian society. [2016, 10 Marks]  9. 
Do you consider the Rajatarangini of Kalhana to be a reliable source of the political 10. 
history of Kashmir?  Why? [2017, 10 Marks]  
‘Sanskrit literature of classical Gupta Age set standards for the early medieval India’. 11. 
Evaluate the statement  with representative examples. [2020, 15 Marks] 

Art and Architecture: Temple Architecture, Sculpture, Painting  
Discuss the role of the Rashtrakutas for the mastery of Kanauj and assess their contribution 1. 
to art and  culture. [1992, 60m]  
Do you agree with the view that the form and content of temple architecture in South 2. 
India between c. A.D.  750 and 1200 were products of a specifi  c economic and political 
milieu? [1994, 60m]  
Critically evaluate the contribution of Rashtrakutas to art and culture. [1999, 60m]  3. 
How far do you agree with the view that temples in early medieval period were catalysts 4. 
in spreading  education? [2010, 30m]  
Discuss the Caurapancashika and Jain styles of paintings. Can the Caurapancashika 5. 
style truly be called the  precursor of pothi format? [2012, 10m]  
Give a brief account of the early medieval temple architecture of Kashmir. [2015, 10m] 6. 
Why is Mamallapuram famous? [2015, 10m]  7. 
The 11th-12th centuries C.E. saw eventful progression in the cultural history of India. 8. 
Discuss. [2017, 10  Marks]  
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Describe the evolution and development of regional temple architecture of South India 9. 
with special  reference to Pallavas. [2020, 20 Marks]  
“The Chola rulers were not only mighty conquerors, effi cient administrators but also 10. 
builders of fi ne temples.” Comment. (2021, 15 Marks)

**********
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THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY: ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
DELHI SULTANATE

The Ghurian invasions – factors behind Ghurian success; Economic, social and cultural  
consequences; Foundation of Delhi Sultanate and early Turkish Sultans; Consolidation:  
The rule of Iltutmish and Balban 

What were the problems Balban faced? How far did he succeed in solving them? Was he 1. 
a trendsetter in  his theory of kingship? [1985, 60m]  
Write a short note on: “Main sources of information for the history of the 13th century.” 2. 
[1987, 20m]  
Discuss the salient features of Indian society on the eve of the campaigns of Mahmud of 3. 
Ghazni, with  particular reference to the observations made by Al-Biruni. [1989, 60m]  
Comment on “Balban’s theory of kingship.” [1995, 20m]  4. 
Give an estimate of Ghiasuddin Balban. [1996, 60m]  5. 
Write a short essay on: “The ‘Corps of Forty’ and its relations with the Sultans.” [2004, 6. 
20m]  
Bring out the main features of the administration system under Delhi Sultanate during 7. 
Turko-Afghan  Period. [2006, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “The ‘Corps of Forty’ and its relations with the Sultan.” [2008, 8. 
20m]  
Assess the contribution of Iltutmish for the expansion and consolidation of the Delhi 9. 
Sultanate. [2011,  20m]
How did the Mongol invasions affect the Delhi Sultanate and the north-western frontier 10. 
policy of the Delhi  Sultans? [2012, 30m]  
Analyze the steps taken by Razia Sultan to strengthen her position as an independent 11. 
ruler despite various  obstacles. [2013, 10m]  
What measures did Balban adopt to combat the Mongol menace? [2015, 10m] 12. 
Critically examine the ‘blood and iron’ policy of Balban. [2017, 10 Marks]  13. 
What measures were initiated by the Sultans for the consolidation of the Delhi Sultanate? 14. 
Discuss. [2016,  20 Marks]  

PAPER-1 (PART-B)
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To what extent was the Caliphate the source and sanction to the legal authority of the 15. 
Sultans of Delhi?  [2017, 15 Marks]  
“The battles of Tarain and Chandawar laid the foundations of Turkish rule in India”. 16. 
Elaborate. [2018, 10  Marks] 
Internal strife and confl  ict beset with personal ambitions was enough of an invitation for 17. 
the Ghurids to  invade India. Discuss. [2019, 15 Marks] 
Assess the causes of the defeat of Northern Indian States against the Turkish invasion. 18. 
(2020, 15 Marks) 
Do you consider Sultan lItutmish to be the real founder of the Delhi Sultanate? Discuss. 19. 
(2021, 10 marks)

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY

“The Khalji Revolution”; Alauddin Khalji: Conquests and territorial expansion, agrarian  
and economic measures; Muhammad Tughluq: Major projects, agrarian measures,  
bureaucracy of Muhammad Tughluq; Firuz Tughluq: Agrarian measures, achievements  
in civil engineering and public works, decline of the Sultanate, foreign contacts and Ibn  
Battuta’s account; 

“The Khalji Revolution” - Alauddin Khalji: Conquests and Territorial 
Expansion,  Agrarian and Economic Measures  

Bring out the essential features of the administration of Ala-ud-din Khalji. [1979, 60m]  1. 
What were the aims of Alauddin Khalji behind his market regulations, and how far were 2. 
they achieved?  [1981, 60m]  
Critically examine the views of Balban, Ala-ud-din Khalji and the Tughluq on the nature 3. 
of Kingship under  the Delhi Sultanate. [1982, 60m]  
Critically examine the economic regulations of Ala-ud-din Khalji. [1983, 60m]  4. 
Critically examine the price control measures of Alauddin Khilji. What was the main 5. 
objective behind them  and how for was he able to put them into effecter? [1987, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “The signifi  cance of Alauddin Khilji economic regulations for his 6. 
imperialism.”  [1989, 20m]  
What, in your opinion, was the signifi  cance of the extensive military expeditions 7. 
undertaken during the  time of Alauddin Khalji? Do you think his reign is considered 
signifi  cant in terms of such expeditions  alone? [1991, 60m]  
Examine the signifi  cance of Alauddin Khalji’s administrative reforms. Was he really 8. 
successful in  implementing these measures? [1993, 60m]
Discuss the implications of Khilji imperialism with reference to administration and 9. 
economic regulations  on the State and peopIe of India. [1997, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Alauddin Khilji was a typical despot” [1999, 20m]  10. 
Assess the impact of the market reforms of Alauddin Khilji on contemporary economy 11. 
and society. [2001,  60m]  
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Discuss Balban’s concept of kingship. How was it modifi  ed by Alauddin Khalji? [2002, 12. 
60m] 
Write a short essay on: “The Khalji Revolution” [2006, 20m]  13. 
Examine critically the agrarian and economic reforms of Alauddin Khalji. How did it 14. 
strengthen the  Sultanate? [2011, 20m]  
Analyse the ordinances mentioned by Barani which Alauddin Khalji promulgated for 15. 
market control. [2014,  10m]  
The economic measures of Alauddin Khalji were aimed at greater political control. 16. 
Discuss. [2019, 10m] 17. Elaborate upon the agrarian reforms of Alauddin Khilji. (2020, 
20 Marks) 
Why is the reign of the Khaljis known as the ‘Khalji Revolution’? (2021, 15 Marks)17. 

Muhammad Tughluq: Major Projects, Agrarian Measures, 
Bureaucracy of Muhammad  Tughluq  

Do you agree with the view that Muhammad Tughluq was ‘transcendent failure’? Why 1. 
did he fail to  achieve the ideals he had set for himself? [1984, 60m]  
Was the state in the Sultanate period a theocracy? Discuss the new orientation of state 2. 
policies and  administrative principles under Muhammad bin Tughluq. [1988, 60m]  
Muhammad Bin Tughlaq’s contradictory qualities were beyond the grasp knowledge and 3. 
commonsense.  Evaluate the signifi  cance of his administrative measures and policies in 
the light of this statement. [1992,  60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Experiments of Muhammad Tughluq”. [2003, 20m]  4. 
Write a short essay on: “The Token Currency System introduced by Muhammad Tughluq.” 5. 
[2004, 20m]  6. Write a short essay on: “Muhammad Tughluq as an agrarian innovator.” 
[2009, 20m]  
Do you agree that the schemes of Muhammad bin Tughluq were correctly conceived, 6. 
badly executed and  disastrously abandoned? Discuss. [2017, 15 Marks]  
“The policy of creating heterogeneous nobility by Muhammad Tughluq started the process 7. 
of disintegration  of Delhi Sultanate”. Explain. [2018, 20 Marks] 

Firuz Tughluq: Agrarian Measures, Achievements in Civil 
Engineering and Public  Works, Secline of the Sultanate  

Why was Firuz Tughluq regarded as an ideal Muslim king of medieval times? [1983, 1. 
20m] 
Examine the responsibility of Firuz Tughluq for the fall of his dynasty. [1985, 20m]  2. 
“Firuz Tughluq has been overshadowed by Muhammad Tughluq.” In the light of this 3. 
statement evaluate  the signifi  cance of the policies and actions of Firuz Tughluq. [1990, 
60m]  
Form an estimate of the personality of Firoz Shah Tughlaq with special reference to his 4. 
religious policy  and public works. [2000, 60m]  
Evaluating the theory of kingship of the Sultanate, discuss the deviations seen in the 5. 
reigns of different  Sultans. [2014, 20m] 
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Foreign Contacts and Ibn Battuta’s Account  
What is your assessment of Ibn Batutah’s Rehla as an important source of Indian history? 1. 
[2011, 20m]  

SOCIETY, CULTURE AND ECONOMY IN THE THIRTEENTH AND
FOURTEENTH  CENTURIES: SOCIETY

Composition of rural society, ruling classes, town dwellers, women, religious classes, caste  
and slavery under the Sultanate, Bhakti movement, Sufi  movement; Culture: Persian  
literature, literature in the regional languages of North India, literature in the languages  
of South India, Sultanate architecture and new structural forms, painting, evolution 
of a  composite culture; Economy: Agricultural production, rise of urban economy and 
non agricultural production, trade and commerce

Society  
Analyse the social composition and the role of mobility under the successors of Iltutmish. 1. 
How did it affect  the contemporary politics? [2012, 30m]  

Culture  
Where, when and how did Urdu originate? [1985, 20m]  1. 
“The period of Delhi Sultans witnessed the emergence of Indo-Persian culture.” Discuss 2. 
the statement  with reference to developments m the fi  elds of language. [1986, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Indo-Islamic architecture during the Khalji and Tughluq period.” 3. 
[1992, 20m] 
Write a short essay on: “Ziauddin Barani as a historian.” [1994, 20m]  4. 
Comment on: “Growth of regional languages and literature during the medieval period.” 5. 
[1995, 20m] 
Write a short essay on: “Amir Khusrau was an eminent poet not a historian.” [2000, 6. 
20m]  
Give a critical assessment of the contributions of Amir Khusarau and Barani to Indo – 7. 
Persian Literature.  [2009, 30m]  
Critically evaluate the educational development during Sultanate period. [2013, 15m] 8. 
Trace the technological and stylistic development in the architecture of the Sultanate 9. 
period. [2014, 15m]  
Do you think that the economic measures introduced by the Sultanate rulers were benefi  10. 
cial to the  common people as well? Illustrate with examples. [2016, 20 Marks]  
Evaluate the contents of the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri as a source of medieval history. [2016, 10 11. 
Marks] 
Sufi  and Bhakti thoughts ennobled Indian psyche amidst the vagaries of time. Elucidate. 12. 
[2019, 15 Marks]
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Critically evaluate the Muslim Nobility during the period of Tughlaq dynasty. (2020, 10 13. 
Marks) 
The mission of Kabir was to preach a religion of love which would unite all castes and 14. 
creeds. Explain.  (2020, 20 Marks) 

Economy  
Make a comparative review of the agrarian reforms of Alau-ud-Din Khalji and Sher Shah 1. 
Suri. [1995,  60m]
Throw light on the Land Revenue System of Sultanate period. [1998, 60m]  2. 
Identify the main factors that sustained the expansion of urban economy in the Delhi 3. 
Sultanate. [2009,  30m]  
Examine the increasing importance of maritime trade of India during thirteenth to fi  4. 
fteenth centuries.  [2010, 30m]  
Evaluate the conditions of industries in India from 1200 to 1500 CE. [2013, 20m]  5. 
Evaluate critically the conditions of labour from 1200 to 1500 CE on the basis of historical 6. 
sources. [2013,  15m]  
Discuss in brief the land-revenue system and judicial administration of the Delhi 7. 
Sultanate. [2015, 15m]  
Delineate non—agricultural production and urban economy in the 13th and 14th centuries 8. 
C.E. [2017, 20  Marks]  
Discuss evidence on slavery provided by Ibn Batuta with special reference to female 9. 
slaves. [2018,10  Marks] 
Discuss the advancement made in Textile Technology under the Delhi Sultans. [2018, 10. 
10Marks] 
Describe the new architectural features added by successive Sultans’ in the construction 11. 
of Tombs in India.  [2018, 20 Marks] 
Delineate the state of agriculture during the Sultanate period. [2019, 15 Marks] 12. 
How did international trade support urbanisation m North India during the 13-14th 13. 
century CE. (2020, 10  Marks) 
Some new crafts production were introduced by the Turks. Comment. (2020, 15 Marks) 14. 
Discuss the importance ol iqta system. How did it help in centralization of administration 15. 
of the Delhi Sultanate? ( 2021, 15 Marks)

THE FIFTEENTH AND EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY

Political Developments and Economy: Rise of Provincial Dynasties: Bengal, Kashmir  
(Zainul Abedin), Gujarat, Malwa, Bahmanids; The Vijayanagra Empire; Lodis; Mughal  
Empire, First phase: Babur and Humayun; The Sur Empire: Sher Shah’s administration;  
Portuguese Colonial enterprise; Bhakti and Sufi  Movements
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Political Developments and Economy: - Rise of Provincial 
Dynasties: Bengal,  Kashmir (Zainul Abedin), Gujarat, Malwa, 
Bahmanids, Lodhis 

Write a short essay on: “The Bahmani kingdom” [2005, 20m]  1. 
Write a short essay on: “The Bahmani Kingdom” [2007, 20m]  2. 
Assess the Lekhapaddhati as an important source for evaluating the society and economy 3. 
of the thirteenth  century CE with special reference to Gujarat. [2013, 15m]  
Discuss the state of society and economy of the Bahmani kingdom as gleaned from 4. 
historical sources.  [2013, 10m]  
Assess the contribution of Firoz Shah Bahamani and Mahmud Gawan in the fi  eld of 5. 
education. [2016, 15  Marks]  
Evaluate Jonaraja’s account of the reign of Zain-ul- Abidin. [2016, 10 Marks]  6. 
Assess the rule of Zainul Abedin in Kashmir. [2019, 10 Marks] 7. 
Give your assessment or Danui Lodi s relation with his nobility. (2021, 15 marks)8. 

The Vijayanagra Empire  
Give an account of the polity and society of Vijayanagara empire under Krishnadevaraya. 1. 
[1979, 60m]  
Discuss the origin of the Vijayanagara Kingdom. Do you agree with the view that 2. 
Krishnadevaraya was an  ideal ruler of this dynasty? [1980, 60m]  
Do you think that the reign of Krishnadevaraya inaugurated a new epoch in the history 3. 
of Vijayanagar?  [1983, 20m]  
What light do inscriptions and accounts of European travelers throw on the antecedents 4. 
and legacy of the  administrative structure of the Vijayanagar Empire? [1994, 60m]  
Discuss the social dynamics in the Vijayanagara Empire. [2010, 20m]  5. 
On the basis of contemporary sources evaluate the system of agriculture and irrigation of 6. 
the Vijayanagar  kingdom. [2013, 15m]  
To what extent is ‘Segmentary State’ model relevant for defi  ning the Vijayanagar State? 7. 
Critically examine.  [2014, 20m]  
Mention the salient features of the polity of Vijayanagara Empire under Krishnadevaraya. 8. 
[2015, 10m] 
Evaluate the accounts of foreign travellers about the Vijayanagar Empire. [2017, 10 9. 
Marks]  
Do you agree that convergence of political vacuum and impact of Islamicate culture and 10. 
polity in peninsular  India has much to do with the growth of Vijayanagara kingdom? 
[2018,15 Marks] 
Discuss how Vijayanagar empire became the cultural capital of the south? [2019,10 11. 
Marks] 
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Describe in detail about the foreign travellers’ accounts which gave information of 12. 
Vijayanagar kingdom.  (2020, 10 Marks) 
Amuktamalyada dwells much upon the relationship of fort, Brahmanas and dispersed 13. 
tribal groups.  Comment. (2020, 15 Marks) 
Describe village polity and economy of medieval Deccan. (2020, 15 Marks) 14. 

Mughal Empire, First phase: Babur and Humayun  
Write a short essay on: “The empire-builder in North India of the sixteenth century.” 1. 
[1989, 20m]  
Comment on the Turko-Mongol theory of sovereignty. To what extent was it adopted by 2. 
Babur and  Humayun? [2010, 30m]  
Examine the causes of Babur’s success of Panipat. against Ibrahim Lodi in the First 3. 
Battle.( 2021, 10 marks)

The Sur Empire: Sher Shah’s Administration  
Examine the major contributions of the Sur rulers to the administrative system. [1981, 1. 
20m] 
Bring out the signifi  cance of the reign of Sher Shah in the history of India. [1986, 60m]  2. 
Make a comparative review of the agrarian reforms of Alauud-Din Khalji and Sher Shah 3. 
Suri. [1995m  60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Sher Shah combined in himself qualities of lion and fox.” [1999, 4. 
20m] 
Portuguese Colonial enterprise  5. 
Write a short essay on: “Portuguese control of the Indian Ocean and its impact.” [1992, 6. 
20m] 
Write a short essay on: “Signifi  cance of the arrival of the Portuguese in India.” [2008, 7. 
20m]  
How was cartaz system used by the Portuguese to maintain their control over the oceanic 8. 
trade? [2014,  10m]  
Evaluate the contribution of Sher Shah towards trade and commerce, administration and 9. 
agricultural  reforms. (2020, 15 Marks) 

Bhakti and Sufi   
What was the most signifi  cant contribution of Kabir and Guru Nanakdev to Bhakti 1. 
movement? [1983,  20m]  
Discuss briefl  y the causes that contributed to the religious movements of the fi  fteenth 2. 
and sixteenth  centuries. Analyze their approach to the realities of contemporary life. 
[1985, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Signifi  cance of the Bhakti Movement.” [1987, 20m]  3. 
Write a short essay on: “The Sufi  Movement and its role in promoting communal harmony.” 4. 
[2000, 20m]  
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Evaluate the impact of the Sufi  and Bhakti Movements on vernacular languages and life 5. 
and thought of  the common people. [2001, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Origin of the Bhakti Movement” [2002, 20m]  6. 
Write a short essay on: “Sufi  Movements” [2003, 20m]  7. 
What impact did Kabir and Nanak leave on Indian Society and Culture? [2003, 60m]  8. 
Discuss the growth of the Niguna School of Bhakti Movement emphasising the contribution 9. 
of Kabir and  Nanak to it. [2004, 60m]  
“The tenets of Hindu and Muslim mystics were similar enough that the ground was ripe 10. 
for syncretic  movements involving adherents of both religious.” Elucidate. [2005, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Chaitanyadeva and Vaishnavism” [2005, 20m]  11. 
Write a short essay on: “Sufi  sm in North India” [2006, 20m]  12. 
“The tenets of Hindu and Muslim mystics were similar enough that the ground was ripe 13. 
for syncretic  movements involving adherents of both religious.” Elucidate. [2007, 60m]  
Assess the contribution of the Acharyas in the development of the ideological basis of 14. 
Bhakti. [2012,  10m]  
Discuss and evaluate critically various trends in the historiography of Bhakti. [2013, 15. 
15m]  16. Evaluate the Malfuzat texts sources of medieval history. [2013, 10m]  
Bhakti and mysticism of Lal Ded emerged as a social force in Kashmir. Comment. [2013, 16. 
10m] 
Evaluate the contribution of Vaishnava saints to the growth of medieval Bhakti literature. 17. 
[2014, 10m]  
“Sufi  s and medieval mystic saints failed to modify either the religious ideas and practices 18. 
or the outward  structure of Islamic/Hindu societies to any appreciable extent.” Comment 
for/against. [2015, 10m]  
“Tantrism, if not in practice, at last on conception level challenged patriarchy.” Examine 19. 
Tantrism specially  keeping in mind the above context. [2015, 10m]  
Why should the sixteenth century be regarded as the period of Indian Renaissance? [2015, 20. 
15m]  22. “Bhakti and Sufi  movements served the same social purpose.” Discuss. [2017, 
15 Marks]  
What was the role of Sufi  Folk literature in the diffusion of Islam in India in general and 21. 
in Deccan in  particular? [2018, 15 Marks]
Discuss the attitude of Chishti saints towards the state. How were the Suhrawardi saints 22. 
different in their attitude towards the government? (2021, 10 marks)
Discuss the transtormation of Sikh community Irom a Nirguna Bhakti sect into a politico-23. 
military organization. (2021, 15 marks)

THE FIFTEENTH AND EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY - SOCIETY
AND CULTURE

Regional cultural specifi  cities; Literary traditions; Provincial architecture; Society, 
culture,  literature and the arts in Vijayanagara Empire
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Discuss the development of art and culture under the Vijayanagar Empire. [1987, 60m]  1. 
“Art, literature and culture reached a high level of development in the Vijayanagar 2. 
Empire.” Discuss. [1989,  60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Architecture of the Vijayanagara Empire.” [2000, 20m]  3. 
Make an estimate of Rana Kumbha as a patron of literature and art. [2015, 15m]  4. 

AKBAR

Conquests and consolidation of the Empire; Establishment of Jagir and Mansab systems;  
Rajput policy; Evolution of religious and social outlook, theory of Sulh-i-kul and religious  
policy; Court patronage of art and technology

Conquests and Consolidation of the Empire  
Write a short essay on: “Hemu vikramaditya” [2001, 20m]  1. 
Analyze how the political processes of state formation of Mewar, from 10th-15th century 2. 
CE was challenged  in the 16th century CE by the imperialist policy of Akbar. [2013, 
15] 

Establishment of Jagir and Mansab Systems  
Bring out the main features of the Mansab and Jagir systems with special reference to 1. 
the reign of Akbar.  [1987, 60m]  
Analyse the merits and demerits of the Mansabdari System. How did it work under 2. 
Akbar’s successors?  [1993, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Mansabdari System” [2002, 20m]  3. 
Examine the Mansab and Jagir system by Akbar and its subsequent failure in the 18th 4. 
century. [2011,  30m]  
How was lqta system of the Sultans different from the Jagir system under the Mughals? 5. 
[2014, 15m]  
Critically analyse whether the success of the Mughals is to be credited to their robust 6. 
Jagirdari and  Mansabdari system. [2019, 15 Marks] 

Rajput Policy  
Write a short essay on: “Rana Pratap’s patriotism was his only offence.” [1999, 20m] 1. 
“Akbar built the Mughal Empire by enlisting the support Rajputs.” Do you agree? [2003, 2. 
60m]  
Akbar built the Mughal Empire by enlisting the support of the Rajputs; Aurangzeb 3. 
destroyed it by alienating  the Rajputs.” Discuss critically. [2007, 60m]
Describe the Rajput policy of the Mughal emperors. Do you agree with the view that the 4. 
reversal of Akbar’s  Rajput policy by Aurangzeb was responsible for the disintegration of 
the Mughal Empire? [2000, 60m]  
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Do you think that Akbar’s Rajput policy was a conscious attempt to incorporate the Indian 5. 
ruling elite with  the Mughal Imperial System? [2017, 15 Marks]  
Discuss with relevant illustrations the relations between Akbar and the kajput states.6. 
(2021, 15 Marks)

Evolution of Religious and Social Outlook, Theory of Sulh-i-kul 
and Religious Policy  

What motivated Akbar to enunciate Din-i-Ilahi? How far did he succeed in spreading it? 1. 
[1983, 20m]  
“In medieval Indian history Akbar is unique for his religio-political ideas and policies.” 2. 
Discuss the statement  and compare Akbar with Sher Shah in regard to their administrative 
policies and revenue administration.  [1990, 60m]  
Highlight the catholicity of Akbar’s regime with suitable examples. [1997, 60m] 3. 
Trace the evolution of the religious views of Akbar. Write a note on his policy of Sulh-i 4. 
kul. [2002, 60m] 
Was Din-i-Ilahi ‘a monument of Akbar’s folly’? [2004, 20m]  5. 
Write a short essay on: “Religious tolerance of Akbar.” [2006, 20m]  6. 
“In medieval Indian history Akbar was unique for his religio-political ideas and policies.” 7. 
Analyse this  statement. [2015, 15m]  
Write a short Essay on: “Implications of Akbar’s notion of Sulh-i-kul.” [2009, 20m] Court 8. 
patronage of art and technology  
Give an estimate of Akbar as a promoter of technology. [2009, 30m]  9. 

MUGHAL EMPIRE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Major administrative policies of Jahangir, Shahjahan and Aurangzeb; The Empire and  
the Zamindars; Religious policies of Jahangir, Shahjahan and Aurangzeb; Nature of the  
Mughal State; Late Seventeenth century crisis and the revolts; The Ahom Kingdom;  
Shivaji and the early Maratha Kingdom.

Analyze the religious policy of the Mughal emperors from Akbar to Aurangzeb. How did 1. 
it affect the  stability of the Mughal Empire? [1985, 60m]  
What were the major features of the administrative system of the Mughal State? To what 2. 
extent did other  Indian powers model their administration on this system in the late 
medieval period? [1991, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Mughals and the British East India Company.” [1994, 20m] 3. 
“Aurangzeb is a much maligned monarch.” Argue the case for and against the proposition. 4. 
[1994, 60m] 
Changes in the composition of nobility from Akbar to Aurangzeb. Comment. [1995, 5. 
20m] 
Write a short essay on: “Nurjahan” [1998, 20m]  6. 
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Write a short essay on: “Spanish ulcer ruined Napoleon Bonaparte, the Deccan ulcer 7. 
ruined Aurangzeb.”  [1999, 20m]  
In what ways were Aurangzeb’s Rajput and religious policies different from those of his 8. 
predecessors?  What were the consequences of the changes made by him? [2004, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Dara Shikoh” [2006, 20m] 9. 
Identify the broad contours of the Mughal foreign policy and their impacts on the Mughal 10. 
empire. [2016,  15 Marks]  

Late Seventeenth Century Crisis and the Revolts  
Analyze the cause of the agrarian crisis of the Mughal Empire and briefl  y discuss the 1. 
agrarian aspects of  the peasant revolt against the Empire. [1982, 60m]  
“The major cause of revolts against the Mughal Empire during the latter half of the 17th 2. 
century was  economic, rather than religious.” Discuss. [2009, 30m]  
On the basis of the accounts of Europeans bring out the agrarian crisis of the 17th century 3. 
CE India. [2013,  20m]  

The Ahom Kingdom  
Write a short essay on: “The Ahom Kingdom” [2008, 20m]  1. 
Give a brief account of resistance offered by Ahom State against the Mughal rule. [2014, 2. 
10m]  

Shivaji and the early Maratha Kingdom  
Trace the development of Maratha power under Shivaji. [1980, 60m]  1. 
Review the efforts made by Shivaji in consolidating his power in the Deccan in the 2. 
seventeenth century.  [1982, 60m]  
Was Shivaji a nationalist leader? [1985, 20m]  3. 
Account for the rise of the Marathas as a political power. How did they infl  uence the 4. 
course of history?  [1986, 60m]  
Shivaji was a great organizer and builder of civil institutions, examine this statement in 5. 
the light of the  diffi  culties of administration and the extent of success achieved by him. 
[1992, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Meaning and features of the Maharshtra Dharma.” [1994, 20m]  6. 
Shivaji’s rise to power cannot be treated as an isolated phenomenon in Maratha history. It 7. 
was as much the  result of his personal daring and heroism as of the peculiar geographical 
situation of the Deccan country  and the unifying religious infl  uences that were animating 
the people with new hopes and aspirations in  the 15th and 16th centuries. Explain. 
[1996, 60m]  
Examine circumstances leading to rise of Shivaji. Throw light on his legacy. [1999, 60m]  8. 
Were the Marathas restricted by their geopolitical limitations from becoming the 9. 
paramount power of  India? [2001, 60m]  
How did Shivaji organize his administration and fi  nances to consolidate his power? 10. 
[2010, 30m]  
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Give social background to the rice of the Maratha movement during the seventeenth 11. 
century. [2012,  10m]  
Shivaji was not merely a military conqueror but also was · an enlightened ruler. Discuss. 12. 
. [2019, 15 Marks]  
Examine the sources of the history of Chhatrapati Shivaji with special reference to 13. 
Shivabharat and  Sabhasad Bakhar. (2020, 10 Marks)

ECONOMY AND SOCIETY IN THE SIXTEENTH AND
SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES

Population, agricultural production, craft production; Towns, commerce with Europe  
through Dutch, English and French companies : a trade revolution; Indian mercantile  
classes, banking, insurance and credit systems; Condition of peasants, condition of  women; 
Evolution of the Sikh community and the Khalsa Panth

Population, Agricultural Production, Craft Production  
Discuss the patterns of land revenue system developed in Medieval India and examine 1. 
their signifi  cant  features. [1980, 60m]  
Review briefl  y the methods of land-revenue assessment adopted by the Mughals. [1983, 2. 
60m]  
Analyses the distinguishing features of the land revenue system under the Mughals and 3. 
point out its  infl  uence on the strength of the Mughal State. [1989, 60m]  
Delineate the striking features of agricultural and craft production during the sixteenth 4. 
and seventeenth  centuries in India. How did they impact the social fabric of the country? 
[2008, 60m]  
Write a short essay on: “Estimates of population of Mughal India.” [2009, 20m]  5. 
State the structure of medieval village society in Northern India. What were the passive 6. 
forms of resistance  of the peasants in the medieval period? [2012, 30m]  
Will it be correct to say that the rural economy in Mughal India was relatively selfsuffi  7. 
cient? [2015, 10m]  
Discuss the working of Zamindari System under the Mughal rulers. Also describe the role 8. 
played by the  Zamindars in the agrarian economy of Mughal India. [2018, 20 Marks] 
The late seventeenth century Mughal India is considered to be a period of Jagirdari crisis. 9. 
Discuss. (2021, 20 Marks)

Towns, Commerce with Europe Through Dutch, English and 
French Companies:  A Trade Revolution. Indian Mercantile Classes, 
Banking, Insurance and Credit  Systems  

Examine the economic condition of the rural agricultural classes and of the urban artisans 1. 
and traders  during the Mughal period. [1979, 60m]  
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Examine the factors which were responsible for opening and development of European 2. 
trade in India  during the 16th and 17th centuries. [1981, 60m]  
Which were the major European Powers engaged in trade with India in the medieval 3. 
period? How did they  organise their trade and what were the chief items of trade? [1984, 
60m]  
Write a short essay on: “The Mughals and the European trading companies.” [1989, 4. 
20m]  
Do you agree with the view that the advent of the Turks and the Mughals in India 5. 
heralded many changes  in the means of production? Give reasons in support of your 
answer. [1995, 60m]  
Give your opinion on the urban development in India during the Mughal times. [2005, 6. 
60m] 
Critically evaluate various approaches to study medieval Indian towns. [2010, 20m]  7. 
Discuss the different types of Karkhanas in Mughal India. How was the production 8. 
organized in the  different Karkhanas? [2010, 30m]  
Medieval Indian towns were merely as extension of villages. Comment. [2012, 10m] 9. 
Give a sketch of Indian trade with Europe during the Mughal period. [2013, 10m]  10. 
“India had been for hundreds of years the Lancashire of the Eastern world.” Critically 11. 
examine this view. [2014, 15m]  
Analyse the Mughal monetary system and examine their policy of minting of coins. [2014, 12. 
20m]  
The emergence of early capitalism in the Mughal period was primarily due to urbanisation 13. 
and  commercialisation. Comment. . [2019, 20 Marks] 

Condition of Peasants, Condition of Women  
Assess the condition of peasantry during 13th to 17th centuries CE. [2017, 15 Marks] 1. 
Evolution of the Sikh community and the Khalsa Panth  2. 
Write a short essay on: “Evolution of the Khalsa Panth” Comment. [2008, 20m] 3. 
The religion of the Sikhs was the main force of their unity. Comment. [2017, 10 Marks]  4. 
“An important feature of agriculture in Mughal India has been the large number of crops 5. 
raised by the  peasants”. Illustrate by giving examples. [2018, 15 Marks] 

CULTURE IN THE MUGHAL EMPIRE

Persian histories and other literature; Hindi and other religious literature; Mughal  
architecture; Mughal painting; Provincial architecture and painting; Classical music;  
Science and technology

Write a short essay on: “The emergence of composite culture during the period 16th to 1. 
18th centuries.”  [1989, 20m]  
Trace the development of art and architecture under the Mughals and point out mingling 2. 
of Hindu  elements in them. [1998, 60m]  
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Persian Histories and Other Literature. Hindi and other Religious 
Literature  

Identify the traces of Persian and Rajput traditions and show how they were synthesized 1. 
in the fi  eld of  painting, architecture and literature at the Mughal court. [1981, 60m]  
What was the contribution of the Mughals to the development of education and literature? 2. 
[1984, 60m] 
Write a short essay on: “Mughal offi  cial histories and auto-biographical works.” [1992, 3. 
20m] 
Write a short essay on: “Babarnama as a source of history.” [2002, 20m]  4. 
Write a short Essay on the development of Literature during Mughal Period. [2006, 5. 
60m] 
Provide a comparative analysis of the development of Arabic and Persian historiography. 6. 
[2010, 20m] 
How does Tuzuk-i-Babri testify that Babar had been a cultures man? [2015, 10m]7. 
Examine the status of Sanskrit in Mughal India. [2019, 10m] 8. 
Evaluate the aim and impact of the translation of Sanskrit scriptures into Persian 9. 
language during Mughal  period. (2020, 10 Marks) 
Identify the different categories of Persian literature which emerged during the Delhi 10. 
Sultanate. (2021, 10 marks) 

Mughal Architecture  
Write a short essay on: “The zenith of Mughal architecture under Shahjehan” [2001, 1. 
20m]  
Explain the principal features of architecture during Akbar’s rule. What changes were 2. 
made in them by  Shahjahan? [2002, 60m]  
“The art of building was carried to highest degree of perfection under Shahjahan”. 3. 
Illustrate by giving  architectural details of two of his most celebrated buildings. [2018,15 
Marks] 
The Mughals built like Titans and embellished like jewelers. Comment. [2019, 15 4. 
Marks] 
Fvamine the basic features of Mughal tomb architecture with special reference 20 to the 5. 
Taj Mahal (2021, 20 Marks)

Mughal Painting  
Write a short essay on: “Narrative paintings under Jahangir and Akbar.” [1994, 20m] 1. 
Write a short essay on: “During the reign of Jaliangir Mughal painting reached its zenith.” 2. 
[2000, 20m] 
Write a short Essay on: “Mughal painting” [2005, 20m]  3. 
Write a short Essay on: “Mughal painting” [2007, 20m]  4. 
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Mughal paintings refl  ect the contemporary socio-political conditions. - Discuss. [2011, 5. 
30m] 
Delineate the development of the Mughal painting during the reign of Jahangir. [2016, 6. 
10 Marks] 
“Mughal paintings refl ect social harmony in contemporary society.” Discuss. [2017, 15 7. 
Marks] 
Examine the European impact on Mughal paintings. [2019,10 Marks] 8. 
Make an estimate of the development of paintings under Mughal rulers with special 9. 
reference to colours,  technique, themes and infl  uences on them. (2020, 15 Marks) 

Science and Technology  
Write a short essay on: “Sawai jai Singh, the astronomer” [2001, 20m]  1. 
What was the Indian response to European Technology? [2010, 30m]  2. 
Assess the development of Science and Technology in the Mughal period. [2013, 20m] 3. 
Discuss the literature written in Hindi in Mughal India. [2018,10 Marks] 4. 

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Factors for the decline of the Mughal Empire; The regional principalities: Nizam’s Deccan,  
Bengal, Awadh; Maratha ascendancy under the Peshwas; The Maratha fi  scal and fi  nancial  
system; Emergence of Afghan Power, Battle of Panipat: 1761; State of politics, culture  and 
economy on the eve of the British conquest

How would you like to characterize the eighteenth century in Indian history? [2005, 1. 
60m] 
What are the distinguishing components of the debate on “The Eighteenth Century”? 2. 
[2008, 60m]  
Critically evaluate history of the Eighteenth century India with reference to culture and 3. 
economy. (2020,  20 Marks) 

Factors for the Decline of the Mughal Empire  
In which respects did the policies of Aurangzeb contribute to the disintegration of the 1. 
Mughal Empire?  [1979, 60m]  
Explain with illustrative detail the part played by the following factors in the disintegration 2. 
of the Mughal  Empire: [1981, 60m]  
Aurangzeb’s alleged departure from the policies of his predecessors, [1981, 20m] 3. 
Inherent defects of the Mansab and Jagir system. [1981, 20m] 4. 
Growth of new political forces in the provinces. [1981, 20m]  5. 
“The expansion of Mughal Empire in Deccan brought about its decline.” Discuss. [1988, 6. 
60m]  
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Do you think that the agrarian crisis of the 17th century led to the disintegration of the 7. 
Mughal empire?  Discuss. [2016, 20 Marks]  
“The Afghan invasions in the Eighteenth Century not only signifi  ed the military irrelevance 8. 
of the Mughal  Empire but also hastened its decline”. Explain. [2018,15 Marks] 
It was as much the court intrigues as also the defi  ance of the provincial powers that 9. 
hastened the decline  of Mughals in the 18th Century. Comment. [2019,20 Marks] 

The Regional Principalities: Nizam’s Deccan, Bengal, Awadh  
Discuss the causes of the rise and growth of regional kingdoms with special reference to 1. 
Deccan in the  18th century. [2011, 30m]  
Was it the weakening of the Mughal empire or the rise of regional powers that led to the 2. 
British conquest  of India? Discuss. [2016, 15 Marks]  
How far is it justifi ed to consider the states like Bengal, Awadh and Hyderabad as 3. 
successor states’ of the Mughal states (2021, 20 Marks)

Maratha Ascendancy under the Peshwas  
Why did the Marathas fail in establishing a lasting empire in India? [1981, 20m]  1. 
How far did Peshwa Bajirao I succeed in establishing Maratha supremacy in the Deccan 2. 
and political  hegemony in the North? [1983, 60m]  
Write a short answer on: “Structure and role of the Maratha Confederacy.” [1987, 20m]  3. 
Compare the Peshwas’ bureaucratic management with that of the Imperial Mughal 4. 
administration. [2015,  10m]  
Is it true that the court intrigues and weak revenue system led to the collapse of the 5. 
Maratha empire?  Comment. [2016, 15 Marks]  
How will you view the Maratha policy of expansion? Delineate. [2017, 20 Marks] 6. 

The Maratha fi  Scal and Financial System  
Write a short essay on: “Chauth and Sardeshmukhi” [2003, 20m]  1. 
Write a short essay on: “The system of the collection of Chauth and Sardeshmukhi by the 2. 
Maratha rulers.”  [2004, 20m]  
Write a short answer on: “Chauth and Sardeshmukhi of the Maratha rulers.” [2007, 3. 
20m] 

Emergence of Afghan Power, Battle of Panipat: 1761  
Write a short essay on: “Third Battle of Panipat” [1998, 20m]  1. 
Write a short essay on: “Consequences of the Third Battle of Panipat.” [2002, 20m]  3. 2. 
How was the Afghan nobility responsible for the decline of the Afghan Empire? Discuss. 
[2012, 30m]  
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Miscellaneous  
“The Battle of Plassey that decided the fate of Bengal was won by Clive through intrigues.” 1. 
Explain. [2014,  15m]  
The political disintegration was responsible for the socio—economic decline in India 2. 
during the 18th  century.” Comment [2017, 20 Marks] 

**********
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